
Motivation

Traveling is part of most peoples’ daily life. Each day we travel to different
places for different reasons. When traveling to unknown location people
depend on navigation service. By entering start and end locations, with
only one click, we receive all the information needed to proceed with the
trip. As users, we simply rely on the provided route, and we often do not
consider possibly better alternatives.

Example: Which route to follow from to ?

Possible choices:
 Route	#1 , , , , (dotted line). It covers the longest segment of

the road with the highest speed limit 70 km/h ⇒ fastest
 Route	#2 , , (solid line). It goes straight to the destination and

does not include any detours ⇒ shortest
 Route	#3 , , , (dashed line) is not shortest, nor fastest

Which is the best route?
 The fastest/shortest route
 Mostly constrained to the main roads
 Most direct one
 Few traffic lights, etc.

Why use GPS data?
 Availability in increasing volumes
 Represents local drivers’ traveling history

How GPS data from local drivers can help?
 Good knowledge of their local area: traffic lights, speed bumps, special

shortcuts, etc.
 Tend to follow familiar routes

The ability to evaluate the quality of a navigation service brings benefits to
both service providers and users. Service providers can evaluate the
quality of their services and, if needed, improve on them, e.g., by taking
into account information about previously taken trips. Users can determine
which routing services best meet their needs and can choose a service to
use on this basis.

Framework Empirical Analysis of Route Quality

Proposed framework:

 Enables the comparison of the routes provided by routing services with 
the travel behavior of local drivers

 Relies on the availability of vehicle trajectory data for its operations

GPS Route Model

GPS route:

 Starts at source object
 Ends at destination object
 Represented by similar polylines formed from GPS points
 Multiple drivers can follow the same routes

(Preference Function) Given a route object , , ,
the score of a route is defined as follows:

∝ . 1 ∝ | . |

Preferred route:

 Is taken by multiple drivers
 Is the most popular among alternatives
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Local drivers’ data set (www.sparpaafarten.dk):

 Routes from the dataset are compared against routes provided by Google 
Navigation API

 Local drivers follow multiple routes between source and destination 
locations, and 61% of these pairs have a route that matches the one 
provided by the navigation service considered

 When drivers follow a route provided by the navigation service, that route 
is typically the most frequently used among the alternatives

 Preferred local drivers routes that are shorter coincide more to routes 
provided by navigation service

 Routes that are more popular among drivers than the ones provided by 
the navigation service are not necessarily shorter or take less time

Distribution of Routes and Traversals

Matching of Driver Routes to Google Routes Traversals with a Matching Google Route

Preferred Routes


